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7

Potentially interesting, where reflection is the focal point. 

Unfortunately the low resolution is distracting, could be 

over-cropped or over-sharpened. Odd blue fringing is 

present around the blooms. Suggest filling the frame and 

backing off on the over processing which sapped this 

image of its power. Good eye, but poor execution.





8

Fascinating image, almost well framed and technically 

sharp. The roof lines and pattern dominate this 

interesting scene with its playful architecture. Keeps the 

viewer involved. The bottom of the picture frame feels 

crowded, with tension added from the tangents of where 

the grass meets the bottom edge. Slight blue fringing is 

apparent in the branches of the tree against the blue sky 

- this can be fixed to some extent. Overall, well done and 

pleasing image.





7.5

Soft and appropriate lighting brings out the folds and 

texture of the leaves and bloom, which is well placed; 

bloom pops from the rich greens of the leaves and 

background. Pink against the green is a complementary 

color scheme, adding pleasing contrast. Crop slightly off 

the top, so that the bloom is not center weighted from 

top to bottom. Technically: Resolution is suffering, could 

be over cropped - but lacks sharpness overall. 





8.5

Brilliant timing, framing and captured the expression on 

the surfer's face so well. Well framed and technically 

sharp, focus is right where it needs to be. Subtle white 

fringe surrounding the surfer distracts only slightly, but 

otherwise a successful and compelling image. Well done.





7

Beautiful subject, however suffers from two things: the 

eye is scattered and goes back and forth from one orchid 

on the right to the orchid on the left - there is no clear 

focal point, so it is difficult to stay engaged. More 

distracting is the over-processing of the odd yellow-green 

vignette which is not necessary and steals power from 

the image. Background lacks much contrast; blooms 

seem to fade away from background and the edges. 





8

Well framed, interesting and pattern filled image, 

(possibly too much) balanced with four clear planes. 

Slight white fringe is present around all planes. Would 

like to see more negative space on the left and bottom to 

get more of the contrails - feels too balanced in the 

middle, as the eye wan ders from one plane to the next. 

Still, interesting and appealing image overall. 





8.5

Fascinating, and full of wonder and rhythm. Drama in the 

sky adds to this exotic image's allure. Compelling and 

want to know more about this wonderful location.





7.5

Good framing, choice of time of day of this Heisler Park 

sculpture. Negative space competes with the sculpture; 

enjoying pop of the eye of the whale, which appears to be 

glowing. A little busy overall with a great many 

competing elements; suggest selective focus allowing 

background to go out of focus, which would pop the 

sculpture from the confusion. Needs more weight at the 

bottom. 





8.5

Pleasing, full of pattern, energy and brilliant use of color, 

where the focal point - the hot pink bloom stands out 

against the repeating white blooms. Dynamics of 

diagonals gives this image energy, well framed. Good use 

of selective focus, driving more power to the focal point.





8.5

Fascinating macro (micro, really) image of the wasp, 

making it a thing of beauty. Great use of negative space 

and color, which pops this image overall. Would be a 9, 

except for the lack of clarity - could be due to low 

resolution. High level of difficulty, good control of 

selective focus.





7

Appealing composition with good dramatic use of 

complementary colors. The focus and overall image 

quality however is soft, could be from over cropping and 

poor resolution. Crop is too close on  left side, almost a 

tangent which causes tension.  Good eye for composition, 

though suffered technically in execution.





7.5

Moody, low key and mysterious, interesting long 

exposure adds a misty quality.  Visually balanced, and 

like what is happening on far left side of frame.  Like to 

see slightly more dynamic range and a clearer focal point  

and consider backing off on blue saturation.





7.5

Good clarity and decisive moment. Appears to be a pan 

which follows the action in a pleasing way which adds 

motion to the background. Good contrast. Expect realism 

from this wildlife image, consider backing off on the 

saturation in the blue background. Technical flaws are 

visible in the negative space behind wings of this soaring 

bird.





8

Beautiful and quiet yet there's a mystery - where does the 

sky and the reflection meet? Absolute lack of horizon line 

is interesting but a little disorienting. What works is that 

slight ripple in the reflection which gives a visual que that 

this is a plausible reflection. Negative space seems to 

have slight areas of added saturation, suggest pulling 

back on the saturation in the negative space and 

smoothing it out further. Interesting and compelling 

image.





7.5

Beautiful lighting and capture, has a dreamlike quality. 

Slightly soft overall.





8.5

I hope you used a telephoto! Great title and well done, 

technically and creatively. Good framing. Fun focal point: 

see that little green plant stem sticking out of the 

animal's long mouth. Slight distraction at the top of the 

frame, consider adding more so that the shape isn't as 

ambiguous or crop out and include more negative space 

at the bottom. Excellent focus, well done.





8

Captured the decisive moment, adding intensity where 

the viewer connects directly with the surfer. It's hard to 

look away.  Like to see more room at the bottom (or top) 

so that he isn't in dead center; either more spray at the 

top or more wave at the bottom could work. Looks 

slightly over sharpened. Lighting on his hair is excellent. 

Overall, good image.





6.5

Potentially interesting, Unfortunately the choice of added 

effect distracts greatly from what could have been an 

interesting image - would be much more successful 

without the strange framing, which isn't necessary.





6.5

Has potential for excellence, but the pure black 

background robs energy from the flower. It is a style 

choice, but seems to clash against the soft folds of the 

petals; consider throwing the natural background out of 

focus using narrow DOF. 





8

Pleasing with a soft gentle mood. Dominant colors are 

complementary, perfect time of day. Good use of 

foreground and interesting focal point, the walkers after 

sunset. Overall, the quality is  soft, could be lack of 

resolution.





7.5

Good composition, but suffering in technical image 

quality - could be lack of resolution, soft overall. Black 

background is overwhelming; consider natural 

background instead.





9

Fascinating, feels like a Nat Geo image, capturing a 

moment, which tells a story. Draws the eye, and feel a 

tenderness of the man with this animal. Enjoy the treat of 

seeing a much different world. Good composition with 

just the right amount of context in the negative space. 

Well done!





8.5

Such intensity comes through in this action image. 

Captured the decisive moment very well and technically 

sharp. Enjoy the added energy from her flying hair and 

her outstretched arms, balanced in a frozen moment in 

time - just the right moment. She is so center-weighted; 

consider more negative space at the top. Otherwsie

strong compelling image.





8

And what is the creature thinking about?? Great title. Well 

framed, pops against the background. Texture and 

pattern comes through with this curious image. 

Technically, image quality is lost on the edges, could be 

from over cropping from a low resolution image. Blue 

fringing is present on left-hand of the creature's face. 





8

Appealing image with a narrative. Love the zebra which 

seems to be content, rest its head on the back of the 

zebra which dominates the scene. Selective focus pulls 

the eye into this focal point, and tells a story. Suggest 

either cropping off a little from the top or allowing more 

frame at the bottom (crowded at the bottom edge); feels 

slightly top heavy but enjoy the image overall.





8.5

Interesting and surreal image, could be for a cover of a 

book and invites curiosity. Its symmetry and center 

weighted composition works for this almost minimalist 

image. Consider lightening the sky, which would pop the 

interesting tree further, giving the tree vs sky more 

contrast and drama. Otherwise find this image 

mysterious, kind of fun and unusual. Feels like the stuff 

of dreams and has commercial appeal as well. 





8.5

Great job holding focus on the surfer as he rides the 

waves. There's a narrative and lots of action, which could 

be on a cover of a magazine. Excellent decisive moment 

and good crop, showing man against the elements.





8

Fun image using cross polarization. Like to see more 

sharpness overall and detail in the edges, otherwise a 

good example of this special effect which can be 

achieved in-camera. Black background pops the butterfly, 

could be interesting as a deep gray or gradation - black 

negative space overwhelms.





8.5

Excellent timing and enjoy the framing of this image 

overall. The negative space behind the surfer draws more 

power to her. Like to see more room at the bottom, and a 

little less of the sky so that she isn't in the midpoint from 

top to bottom - this takes away some of the image's 

potential energy. Cinematic framing shows the power of 

the ocean and pulls the subject into the background; the 

subject and the background work together well in this 

action packed image. Potential for excellence by framing 

this image with more of the bottom negative space.





7.5

Interesting portrait, where subject's eye shows a pensive 

moment. I can't help but wonder what he is thinking 

about. Communicates a mood, which brings power to this 

interesting image. Negative space: strange blur is 

distracting from the portrait; edges seem to vanish -

would be stronger with far less post production in the 

background, would like reality to complement this worthy 

portrait.
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8

Hilarious, a quick read of skeletons in an old car and a 

narrative. Grainy post production adds to the creepy look 

and feel. Like the raised arm of the skeleton on the left. 

The front grill then dominates the image, don't quite see 

the action of being out of control, but thought it shows 

imagination and something timely (Halloween is near) 

and not quite expected.





6.5

Had potential with this stark and interesting landscape 

but unfortunately poor quality and a too tight crop at the 

top distracts the eye. Could be low resolution and over 

sharpening, failed in execution.





8

Good composition and use of dynamic range, use of 

patterns and time of day.





9

Excellent timing, compelling with powerful use of the 

dynamic range. Dramatic and find it hard to look away. 

Superb image!





8.5

Patterns of vertical trunks of the repeating trees offers an 

interesting silhouette. Low key, monochromatic with just 

the right amount of blue. Projects a contemplative mood 

of the moon's reflection. Enjoy the hint of an island in the 

distance, well done.





8

Lovely mood, good use of dynamic range and love the 

mood. Has a fantasy feel. Would be perfection if not for 

the overdone vignette, a gimmick which distracts.





6.5

Had potential for excellence with a good pleasing 

composition but unfortunately poor image quality 

distracts and the image seems to fall apart. 





8.5

Lovely mood in the delightful portrait of this curious 

young child. Filled the frame, and find the catch lights in 

those intelligent eyes captivating. Background leads the 

eye right to the child, who is well placed in the frame. 

Like to see a little more sharpness - look for definition in 

the eyelashes. Overall good job with terrific timing.





7.5

Pleasing with good detail and separation from the 

background. Composition feels a little overwhelmed with 

the negative space, suggest a tighter crop. A hard outline 

seems to surround what should be soften edges, could 

be from over sharpening or other post processing which 

distracts from the mood of the image.





8.5

Great job, successful composition drawing attention the 

side mirror. Good use of dynamic range. Strong diagonal, 

good selective focus. Enjoy the treat of seeing the outside 

world in the reflections, giving this detail more interest 

and context. Well done.





7

Had potential but the dark sky over takes what could be a 

successful and quiet landscape in a beautiful location. 

Pull back on the stormy sky, is not balanced with the rest 

of the image and distracts. Overall a too heavy hand at 

post processing overwhelmed this image. 





7.5

I hope you used a telephoto lens! Full of texture and 

threat - like the texture and selective focus right where it 

needs to be. Very grainy, would love this shot otherwise.





8.5

Exquisite quality image,  showing an abstracted 

architectural detail and wide dynamic range. Angle gives 

it dynamics, works well for pattern and rhythm, enjoy this 

well executed image. Would be fun to rotate counter 

clockwise 90 degrees, feel a little dizzy, but this creative 

choice abstracts the image more. 





7

Good composition, angle and use of dynamic range, 

though a little tight on the left side; give the tall 

buildings a little more room on left edge. Full of 

sweeping lines which lead into this image giving it a deep 

space perspective. Sadly, the image is very grainy and the 

sky looks like it's crumbling and falling apart. Could be 

low resolution, failed in execution.
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6.5

Good for the category, but image is falling apart due to 

low resolution; a telephoto lens would help.





7.5

Good separation of the rabbit's ears against contrast 

background, eyes go right to the ears. Though not tack-

sharp, texture is evident in the rabbit's fur. Ears seems to 

go strangely out of focus at edges which is distracting. 





8.5

Well done, high degree of difficulty. Sharp focus and 

contrast make this butterfly pop against the soft 

background. There's another insect on the wings! 

Beautifully composed with a quiet mood, captivating 

image with attention to detail.





8

Good contrast and this image isn't static (as in the 

rabbit), the bird is actively engaged. Good detail in the 

wings and well composed. Feels a little soft overall 

technically but otherwise well framed.





9

Wonderful composition, filling the frame, and hoping the 

photographer used a telephoto lens. Great action and 

movement, yet the eye of the animal connects. Brilliant 

timing and lighting and a higher degree of difficulty 

makes this a compelling and fun photograph. Nailed the 

focus on the nose and eye. Unified and full of texture, so 

many reasons to love this image!





8.5

Exquisite attention to detail, sharpness showing the 

hidden world of the butterfly in action. Texture and 

anatomy is sharp enough to see what isn't obvious to the 

naked eye. Could be improved by showing a little more of 

the bloom on left side, since this is an integral part of the 

butterfly in action. Still, well done and a high quality  

image. 





7.5

So much story and a little humor to this fun grouping.  

The little one seems non plussed, while the couple 

framing the image seems to be having some sort of 

heated conversation. Feels too tightly cropped overall, 

which adds tension to this image, particularly at the 

bottom of the picture frame. Seal on the right has an odd 

glow surrounding the chest, which has a harsh feeling. 

Has potential for excellence if you could allow more room 

at the bottom. 





6

Captured the hummingbird in action, but the image is 

falling apart due to extremely low resolution and noise.





8

Storytelling image of a family in action, feeding the kids,. 

Beautiful lighting and mood, captured the decisive 

moment. Like to see more resolution, grain and possible 

over sharpening is causing a potentially excellent image 

to lose quality.





7.5

Tight portrait of the hawk, against an almost pure black 

background which overwhelms the hawk. Lighting is a 

little flat. Suggest a tighter crop, and if black was added, 

consider using the natural background, to have some life 

in the negative space.





8.5

Filled the frame, with excellent sharp quality and texture 

of the lioness watching - great title. Her golden eyes are 

sharp and are the focal point. Like to see a little bit more 

room at the bottom, bring her eyes to the upper third; 

bottom is crowded; otherwise - well done.





7.5

Good capture of the bird getting ready to take flight. 

White feathers are blown out, lighting is flat. Like the 

non-distracting background which fills the frame. 





8.5

Storytelling image, showing action. Beautiful lighting and 

mood, captured the decisive moment. Fix the halo 

around bird on the right side and consider adding more 

negative space to the top so that waterfowl are not in the 

middle of the frame - then it's perfection!





8.5

Angelfish looks a little unsure yet connects with the 

viewer, and this works! Brilliant contrast, well framed. 

Well done, pleasing image which is a delight to the eye. 
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7.5

Looks like fun, abstracted and would be a bear to print these intense 

colors. Because of its abstraction, composition and balance is key, 

feels bottom weighted; top is not as interesting. Solution: crop about 

1/2 of top strata, above the top bubble and the composition will feel 

more balanced.





9

Dreamy, surreal and a little spooky, can't look 

away. Full of mood and melancholia. Very clever 

and a little weird. It works! Title is perfect. 





8

Pleasing close up, full of texture, like to see more of 

bottom, odd crop into righthand oval. 





9

Excellent composition, compelling and fun, stretches the 

imagination and is full of possible stories. It's the world 

of dreams, interpreted in a fun and clever way - great job!





8

Interesting and compelling balanced radial composition, 

full of texture and heavy in mid tones.  Has a dreamy 

quality. Consider a slightly higher key, which would add 

more life to this strong composition interpreted in an 

interesting and unexpected way. 





7

Interesting shapes, but seem to get swallowed up in a sea 

of black. Losing all low end values, which are blocked 

shadows. Suggest same arrangement but as a high key 

arrangement and it could be successful in the 

interpretation. 





8

Low key zoom pull is starting to look interesting, suggest 

giving more time to the rotation of the zoom lens to 

telephoto for more of a dramatic effect. Lights scattered 

at edges divide the composition. Try Zoom bursts again 

and keep experimenting with this fun technique!





7.5

Love the dog but the strange grayscale background 

doesn't make sense and distracts. Over sharpened which 

brings down quality. Please use the dog image in another 

way. Suggest just lowering the saturation in the negative 

space behind the dog, but losing it altogether is awkward 

and takes the reverie and joy out of this potentially 

wonderful image. Has potential!





8

Smooth and beautiful, haunting reinterpretation of 

nature. Love the hot analogous colors, action and balance 

within the image. 





7.5

Good concept and juxtaposition, but overall too dark. Pull 

back and show a little more context, feels crowded at the 

bottom. 





8

Fun and compelling and it's hard to look away. Would be 

a 9, but the image quality suffers; at close examination 

the people at the bottom who should be sharp - aren't 

very clear, though expect the fun distortion from the 

reflection of this amazing sculpture. 
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